There and Their.

- There means at that place or to that place.
- There may also be used to start a sentence.
- Their always tells who owns something.

A) Put there or their in each space:

1. The children stayed _____ last Summer.
2. _____ are twelve months in the year.
3. _____ was a large crowd at the match.
4. The boys have finished _____ lessons.
5. The small children lost _____ pencils.
7. _____ at the door stood the teacher.
8. _____ once was a lady who swallowed a fly.
9. They waited _____ for _____ father.
10. The children looked after _____ equipment.

B) Use the correct spelling of there or their:

1. Is that _____ car over _____?
2. _____ are several apple trees in _____ garden.
3. As we arrived _____ we saw _____ caravan.
4. _____ are two girls and a boy in _____ family.
5. Two of _____ friends went _____ for a weekend.
6. That is _____ bowl of flowers over _____ on the table.